
Privacy Policy

The website (“Site”) for Blockchain Property Gate Inc. (“Blockchain Property Gate,”
“We,” “Our,” “Us,” or “Company”) has been developed to offer a technological platform
for users to independently examine and invest in private placement real estate offerings
(the “Services”).

Privacy Policy

Your privacy as a visitor (“you,” “your,” or “user”) to our Site is of utmost importance to
us. We have created this Privacy Policy to safeguard your personal data, which outlines
our data collection and usage practices. It details the nature of the information we
gather, how we utilize it, and your choices regarding how your information is collected
and used. Our Policy also delineates how we handle personal or personally identifiable
information requests. By navigating and using Blockchain Property Gate’s Site and/or
Services and providing information to us, you consent to our Privacy Policy’s terms.

For queries or concerns about this policy, please contact us at
info@blockchain-property-gate.com.

Updates to the Privacy Policy

Should we modify this policy, an updated Privacy Policy will be posted on our Website,
and the “Updated” date will be adjusted. If the new Privacy Policy entails a significant
change in our personal information collection or usage practices, you will be notified via
email or a notice will be placed on the Website’s main page.

We urge you to periodically review this page to stay informed about changes to the
Privacy Policy. By continuing to use the Services after such changes, you consent to
collecting and using your information as outlined in the prevailing Privacy Policy.

Information Collection

In providing our Services, we are required to gather specific personal and financial
details. Blockchain Property Gate exercises reasonable efforts to protect the
confidentiality and security of our clients’ personal data.

While you may choose to share additional information during subsequent visits, it’s
essential to note that certain data is obligatory if you wish to utilize the Services.



We generally collect information like:

● Personal and contact details.
● Profile credentials.
● Demographic data.
● Government-issued IDs.
● Investment preferences and experience.
● Financial details.
● Feedback and interactions.
● Transaction records.
● Other data you willingly provide.
● Additionally, when visiting our Site, we log each access, collecting details like:

Device specifications:

● Operating system.
● Access location.
● Internet service provider.
● Accessed data and timestamp.
● IP address.

At Blockchain Property Gate, our top priority is safeguarding client data and using it as
our Users intend. We commit to:

Limiting data collection and use.

● Restricting data access to necessary personnel.
● Educating our team about privacy importance.
● Employing robust security standards.
● Promptly addressing inaccurate information concerns.

We may collect your names and email addresses when you contact Blockchain
Property Gate via the Site. This information is solely for addressing inquiries, and we
don’t store it unless specifically requested.

Identity verification data, including name, contact details, and biometric information, is
securely managed by our third-party specialist. Blockchain Property Gate retains only
the ID and process status, ensuring no storage or misuse of the personally identifiable
information (PII) shared during the verification.
How and Why We Collect Data



Upon account registration or subsequently, we accumulate specific personal details to
initiate an account, conduct operations, interact with you, authenticate your identity, and
adhere to legal and regulatory mandates. This data forms your “Profile.” Occasionally,
we might solicit extra details (e.g., via surveys) to understand your needs and
preferences better.

By supplying this information, whether during registration or later, you grant Blockchain
Property Gate the authority to utilize and store it in line with this Privacy Policy. We
might also derive your personal details from your interactions with us, other Users via
the Services, or from third parties like credit reporting entities. If we merge data from
other sources with personal details you directly provide us within or in relation to the
Services, the integrated data will be treated as personal information in line with this
Privacy Policy.

Cookies and Web Tools

Upon accessing our Website, irrespective of whether you have an account, we may
dispatch one or multiple cookies.

● “Cookies” are small text files containing alphanumeric strings possibly placed on
your internet browser. Cookies facilitate easier Website navigation by, among
other functions, “remembering” your identity, eliminating the need to re-enter your
password multiple times during Website navigation or when accessing the
Services. This cookie used for validation (confirming your identity) is vital for site
security. You can configure your browser to notify you upon receiving cookies or
to reject them.

● A “web beacon” is typically a clear graphic (usually sized 1 pixel x 1 pixel)
positioned on a site or in an email, enabling the website to record users opening
the page containing the beacon.

● “Server logs” can be single or multiple log files automatically generated and
maintained by a server detailing server activity, possibly encompassing any
transaction executed with the server.

Kindly note that rejecting cookies might reduce site functionality or slow down response
times. Refusing our authentication-related cookies could prevent you from accessing
the Website.



We, or our service providers, may also track your online behavior related to the Services
(e.g., pages accessed, access frequency, and your product/service preferences). Tools
like cookies, web beacons, or page tags might facilitate this. Such data may include
your IP address, browser type, ISP, pages visited, click stream data, operating system,
and Website visit timings. This data aids administrative tasks, evaluating online
product/service usage, value, performance, and enhancing your Service experience.

Data Sharing

We might allow you to disseminate specific information to other service users. You can
share your profile with all Users or only those you select. Sharing your profile or other
information with other Users isn’t mandatory. If you share your profile, your selected
recipients will be privy to the companies you track and invest in.

If you express interest in an investment via the Services, like showing interest in buying
equity or loaning to a particular private real estate firm, we’ll inform the investment
offering party (the “Issuer”) and might notify other Users you’ve opted to share
information with. By showing investment interest and/or sharing your Profile, you
consent to this information disclosure. Additionally, we might locally store information,
potentially including Non-Personally Identifiable Information or Personally Identifiable
Information, on your computer or device using tools like browser web storage or
application data caches.

Social Media Services

You can access our Website via social media services like Google or Facebook. These
services validate your identity and offer the choice to share personal details such as
your name and email, streamlining our sign-up form.

Our Website might also incorporate social sharing tools for prevalent social networks.
These interactive features may record your IP address and the page visited on our site,
possibly placing a cookie to ensure proper functionality. Such features could be hosted
by third parties or directly on our site. Interactions with these features are governed by
the respective company’s privacy policy.

Notifications and Interactions

Blockchain Property Gate will occasionally send you email alerts. Some are essential
for your transactions on our platform, confirming specific actions. Other notifications are



legally or security-mandated. As an example, for your protection, we send notifications,
ensuring no one can alter your account without your knowledge.

When registering as an investor, you’ll receive confirmation emails and updates
regarding investment opportunities, progress on funding, and the status of investments
made through the site. Opting into our SMS Communications means you consent to
receive automated text messages, possibly incurring data charges from your mobile
provider.

We might also send surveys, feedback requests, or marketing offers. Participation is
purely voluntary.

Always ensure our emails originate from “https://www.blockchain-property-gate.com.”
for security reasons, and never provide login details via email links.

Opt-out Policy

We might occasionally send marketing or promotional emails. If you’d prefer not to
receive these, you can unsubscribe anytime, with up to 24 hours for processing. Some
transactional emails cannot be opted out of.

Security Alerts

In case of a security breach, we might notify you electronically, suggesting protective
measures. We may also announce such breaches on the Website. Depending on your
residence, you might have legal rights to receive a written security breach notification.

Reviewing and Correcting Your Data

It’s crucial to regularly check your information for accuracy. For any doubts or queries
regarding this Privacy Policy, contact us at info@blockchain-property-gate.com.

External Links

Following links that navigate away from our site means our privacy policy no longer
governs your activities. We don’t manage the privacy practices of third parties.

Global Users



If you’re accessing our services from outside the U.S., like the EU, be aware that you’re
transferring personal data to the U.S. By using our services, you consent to this data
transfer.

Child Privacy

Our Website isn’t designed for children, especially those below 18. We don’t knowingly
collect data from children under 18. If you think a minor has disclosed data to us, please
contact info@blockchain-property-gate.com.

Contact Details

For any questions or concerns about our Privacy Policy, data handling, or choices
regarding your personal data’s collection and use, contact us at
info@blockchain-property-gate.com.

EU citizens, for inquiries related to data retention or the General Data Protection
Regulation (GDPR), please reach out to info@blockchain-property-gate.com.


